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In 2009, scientists from the Stockholm Resilience Centre identified nine key environmental red 

lines that could be catastrophic for life on Earth if crossed. Climate change is one, but that’s not 

the only “planetary boundary” we’re in danger of violating. 

Human activities are reshaping the environment in ways that we don’t fully understand – from 

changes in land use, through to the collapse in the abundance and diversity of insects and 

animals, and rising pollution. The UN Climate Change Summit, coming to Glasgow in 

November 2020, will be a vital one. 
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Land use 

 

Landscapes are being reshaped by agriculture on a mass scale – intensive farming, such as this 

example in the US, gobbles up vast areas of land and soaks up millions of litres of water each 

day (the circles are from centre-pivot irrigation). Corn is in blue; wheat yellow; sorghum green; 

and red indicates bare, harvested plots. 

Ocean acidification 

Carbon dioxide isn't just a problem for the atmosphere. Around a quarter of the CO2 we emit 

ends up in the ocean – dissolved in the water as carbonic acid, which alters the chemistry of the 

seas. This has made it harder for marine life to build shells and skeletons – with the visual impact 

most stark in the fields of bleached white coral. 

  



Aerosol loading 

 

In cities such as Beijing (above), pollution from cars and factories is making it difficult for 

people to be outside at certain times of day, and can bring visibility close to zero. But airborne 

particles could also impact the weather – affecting cloud formation and how much of the Sun’s 

radiation is reflected back into space. 

Loss of biosphere integrity 

Our demand for food, water and natural resources are strangling nature, and drastically reducing 

the diversity of life on earth. Animals and plants are going extinct at a rate that exceeds any other 

point in human history. More than half of the world's species are estimated to be at risk of 

extinction. 

Freshwater consumption 

 

By 2050, half a billion people will be subject to “water stress” – cities such as Cape Town and 

Mumbai are already experiencing severe water shortages. Sights such as this dried-out lake bed 

in South Africa will be more common as temperatures rise, and human activity diverts water 

away from rivers. 



Climate change 

The big one. Carbon dioxide in the upper atmosphere released by human cars and factories is 

trapping heat from the sun and slowly warming the planet. We're already starting to see the 

effects on the natural world, and soon – unless drastic action is taken – it will start to impact on 

human activities through failed harvests and rising sea levels. The point of no return is looming. 

Chemical pollution 

 

At tailings ponds like this one, at an iron ore mine in Michigan, toxic materials left over from the 

extraction of metals collect in vast pools (this one is pink due to the ferrous chemicals). Pollutant 

by-products can have a catastrophic impact on local wildlife and have been linked with 

reductions in bird populations. 

  



Nitrogen and phosphorous runoff 

 

When farmers spray their crops with fertilizer, some of the plant-boosting nitrogen and 

phosphorous washes into streams and lakes, where it can cause algal blooms like this one – 

bright green against 

the dark water. The slime consumes all the available oxygen, squeezing out other plants and fish 

life. 

Ozone depletion 

 

The shrinking hole in the ozone layer above Antarctica is proof that positive change is possible. 

In the late 1980s, 46 countries signed up to the Montreal Protocol to try and repair the damage 

and reduce the amount of harmful UV radiation reaching Earth. It worked – it’s one of the few 

boundaries we’re not set to cross. 
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